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Sub:-Restructuringof,certainGror-rp.C,cadres-Artisanstaff.

The copy of itailway Board's letter No PC-III/2016/CRC/1 dated' 30'09'2016 is

sent herewith fbr your inlormation, guidance and necessary action'

Policy Ietters cir culated under NCRPS Nos' may also be downloaded from website

DA: As above.
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The issue of cadre restructuring of Artisan staff/Technicians was raised bythe Federations

with Railway Board. The matter has been examined and keeping in view the functional,

operational and administrative requirements, it has been decided with the approval of the

president that the cadre of Artisan staff/Technicians (other than Signal Maintainers erstwhile

ESMsIMSMs) should be restructured in accordance with the revised percentages as indicated in

the table given below:

Category E-itt",g'l"rg" ,ft"; '

mereer of Grade(s) 
i
I

Sr.Tech n icia n/nlCVt Level - 6 16

Technician Grade-l Level - 5 44

lT
l=-

echnician Grade-ll Level - 4 81
i Technician Grade-lll

While implementing these orders the following instructions should be .carefully and

strictly adhered to.

RBE No: ll 6lzorc
dated tfl -oS-zore

Revised
percentage

1. The restructuring of

Signal Maintainers
Artisan cadre/Technicians (other than

erstwhile ESMs/MSMs) witl be with

reference to the sanctioned cadre strength as on 91:Q9-2Q16'
The staffwho will be placed in higher grade pay as a result of '

implementation of these orders will draw pay in higher grades

w.e.f. 01-09-2016. The benefit of restructuring will be

restricted to the persons who are working in a particular cadre

on the cut-off-date i.e. 01-09-2016.

These orders will be applicable to the pelmary4!-*fe

cadres (excluding surplus & supernume6ry posts) of the 
:

Open Line establishments ipcluding Workshops, Production

units, RDSO and centralized Training lnstitutes. only those

temporary posts which are in operation for atleas!t q s

may also be taken into account for the purpose of applying

revised percentage. This will be subject to certification that

these posts are meant for regular activities which wil[continue

and not for any sporadic requirements'
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2.1. These orders will also be applicable to the regular Group ,C,

posts of Artisan staff/Technicians (other than signal
Maintainers erstwhile ESMs/MSMs), borne on the permanent
establishment of centralized Training Institutes, chargeable to
Revenue and identical in AVC, Grade structure, Designation &
Recruitment pattern to that of same categories on the Zonal
Railways.

These orders will not be applicable to ex-cadre & work-
charged posts which will continue to be based on worth of
charge.

These instructions will also not be appricabre to construction
Units and Projects, where posts are generally created on
worth of charge basis. For creation of posts in these units the
percentage distribution of posts as in open Line/production
Units may be generally kept in view, taking into account the
availability of funds and extant rules for the same.

The pay of staff promoted against the additional higher grade
posts as a result of restructuring (including chain/resultant
vacancies) wilt be fixed as per Rule 13 of RS(Rp) Rules,2016
with the benefit of one increment, with the usual option for
pay fixation as per extant rules.

The existing classification of the posts will remain.- unchanged.
The benefit of cadre restructuring to Artisan stafflTechnicians
(other than signal Maintainers erstwhile ESMs/MSMs) will be
extended only orl passing the requisite suitability/Trade Test
as prescribed under extant rules.

4.! Normal vacancies existing on 0i.-og-2016 (except direct
recruitment quota) and those arising on that date from this
cadre restructurin g i nclud ing ch ain/resulta nt vacancies should
be filled in the following sequence:

(i) From Panels/Select Lists approved on or before 01-09-
2016 and current on that date;

(ii) From the Panels/select Lists likely to be formed from
ongoin g trade test/su itabil ity.

(iii) and the balance in the manner indicated in para 4 above.

All normal vacancies arising from 02-09-2016 will be filled by

2.2

2.3

Pay Fixation

Existing classification
and filling up of the
vacancies

3.

4.
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4.4

4.5

5.

5.
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4.3 All vaca ncies (including chain/resultant vacancies) arising
purely due to this cadre restructuring should be filled up by
senlor employees in the manner indicated in para 4.1 above,
who should be given benefit of the promotion w.e.f. 01-09-
2016 whereas for the normal vacancies existing on 01-09-
2A76, junior employees should be posted but they will get
promotion and higher pay from the date of taking over the
posts as per normal rules. Thus, the special benefit of the
promotion w,e.f. 01-09-2016 is available only for vacancies
arising out of cadre restructuring and for other vacancies, the
normal rules of prospective promotion from the date of filling
up of vacancy will apply.

In cases where percentages have been reduced in the lower
grade and no additional post becomes available as a result of
restructuring, the existing vacancies on 01-09-2016 should be
filled up by normal suitability/trade test procedure.

Employees who retire, resign, expire or are medically de-
categorised in between the period from the date of effect of
these orders to the date of actual implementation of these
orders, will be eligible for the fixation benefits and arrears
under these orders w.e.f. 01-09-2016, if they are otherwise
eligible for the said benefit.

Extant instructions for D&A/Vigilance clearance will be
applicable for effecting promotions under these orders with
reference to date of effect ofthese orders.

While implementing the restructuring orders, instructions
regarding minimum period of service required for promotion
issued froffifollowed. However, while
considering any relaxation in the residency period prescribed
for promotions to various categories, General Managers
would personally ensure that the safety ,rffiG R.il*ry, i,
not compromised.

Since the cadre of Artisan staff/Technicians (other than Signal
Maintainers erstwhile ESMs/MSMs) are being restructured on
functional, operational and administrative considerations, the
posts being placed in higher scales of pay as a result of
restructuring should include the duties and responsibilities of
greater importance.

lf prior to issue of these instructions the number of posts
existing in any grade in any particular cadre exceeds the
number admissible on the revised percentages, the excess
may be allowed to continue to be phased out progiessively
with the vacation of the posts b.y the existing incumbents.

Minimum years of
service in each grade

Basic functions duties
and responsibilities

Adjustment of excess
number of posts.

7.

t,.

4l-



Provision of reservation

Pin pointing of posts

Refusal of promotion 11.

Matching Savings

9.

10.

:4:

The existing instructions with regard to reservation of SC/ST

wherever applicable will continue to apply.

The administration should take steps to pin-point the

additional posts arising out of this restructuring as per

administrative requirements. However, in those cases where

due to pin-pointing of posts staff is required to join duties in

the upgraded posts at a different station, such staff may be

allowed the benefit of upgradation/promotion on "as is where

is basis" for the time being and allowed to join the pin-pointed

post at the new station within six months time from the date

of issue of promotion order, subject to the satisfaction of HOD

on merit in each case.

Such of the Staff as had refused promotion before issue of

these orders and stand debarred for promotion rnay be

considered for promotion, in relaxation of the extant

provisions as a one time exception, if they indicate in writing

that they are willing to be considered for such promotion

against the vacancies existing on O1-09-2015 and arising due

to restructuring on the date. This relaxation will not be

applicable to vacancies arising after the date of qffect i.e' 01-

09-2016.

Entire scheme of restructuring is to be a self-financing and

expenditure neutral proposition. steps for calculation of mid-

value for working out the Financial implications are given as

under:-

Step 1 : Take mid-value of pay scale as per 5th CPC;

Step 2 ; Take the corresponding basic pay + grade pay as per

6th CPC for each post as per fitment table circulated

vide Railway Board's letter no' PC-VI/

2008/l/RSRP/L dated 11-09-2008.

Step 3 : For the purpose of conversion to 7th CPC, the value

arrived at as per step 2 may be multiplied by 2.57.

12.

An illustration for calculation of mid-value for working out

the financial implications is also enclosed as Annexure 'A' to
this letter.

t2.! After working out the financial implications, the matching

savings should be effected from the category itself. Wherever

it is not possible to do so from the category itself, the

matching savings should be arranged from the departrnent at

the divisionaUzonal [eve[. But before restructuring the

cadre as per ' the revised percentage distribution of

t\ 72hosts, 
matching savings will have to be ensured and if the

\BZ s/-
U/
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Department/Railways are not able to provide the matching
savings, the particular category/department will not be

restructured. While effecting surrender of posts of equivalent
financial value, the existing vacant posts available in the
categories on the date of effect should be considered for the
purpose of off-setting the cost o.f restructuringffinancial
effects of restructuring. Board desires .that the General

Managers should ensure that the restructuring is

implemented expeditiously with matching saving without any

exception and difficulty. There would b. nglgttt$},lng
without matching savings by surrender of posts.

72.2 Revised percentage distribution of posts as per these orders is

to be based upon the sanctioned cadre strength as on 01-09-

2016. Surrenders are to be effected on this sanctioned

strength and the resultirrg imbalance/variation in the cadres is

to be reviewed at the time of next annual review.

This issues in consultation with the Establishment Directorate and with concurrence of the

Finance Directorate of this Ministry,

The receipt of this letter may please be acknowledged.

DA:Annexure-A

No. PC-llU2otilCRC|t

Director, Pay Commission-l I

Railway Board

New Delhi, dated36 -09-2016

Copy (with 40 spares)forwarded to Dy.Comptr:oller & Auditor General of lndia, New Delhi.

For Financial Commissioner, Railways.

(Ravif(dra Kumar)

6/-



Annexure'A'

lllustration for calculation of mid-value for working out the financial implications.

Gategory Pay scales as
per 5th CPC' (Rs.)

Mid-value
of the

scales (Rs.)

Pay Structure
as per 6th CPC

Mid-value as
Oth GPG pay

structure (Rs.)
(Co1.3 x 1.86) +

Grade Pay

Finalmid-
value by
applying

factor 2.57
as per 7th

PB GP
{Fl*-}

Sr.Technician 5000-8000 5500 PB-2 4200 15290 41865

Technician-f 4500-7000 5750 PB-1 2800 13500 34695

Technician-ll 4000-6000 5000 PB-1 2400 7L700 30059

Technician-lll 3050-4s90 3820 PB-1 1900 901_0 23L56


